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S2. Accuracy of the ML estimation
We demonstrated reliability of our method on the aforementioned demographic model ( Figure 1 ) using simulated data. In the simulation, we set the divergence time (t DIV ) of populations P 1 and P 2 to 5000 or 1000 generations before a population admixture event. Assuming a time scale about 20~25 years per generation, the divergence events are about 125~100k and 25~20k years before the admixture, respectively. We also gave an admixture event in 250 or 50 generations (t ADM , 7.5~5k or 1.25~1k years) before present (BP). As the admixture may happen between two relatively small populations, we set relatively small effective population sizes (N e ) for population P 1 (and its descendants) and P 2 (and its descendants), 1000 and 2000 individuals respectively. The genetic contribution λ of lost population P 1' was also given two different values for different scenarios, 0.3 or 0.7. Sample sizes of both S h and S 2 were assumed to be 50 individuals each in all the scenarios. We summarized all the demographic parameters of different scenarios with corresponding evaluation results in table S2.1.
In simulation for each scenario, we generated 30 datesets in Wright-Fisher model using forward simulation with the pre-given parameters. Distribution of initial allele frequency (allele frequencies in P 0 ) was given in coalescent theory (Fu 1995) . Each of the 30 simulated datesets included genotypes of 100 independent binary markers.
With the given demographic parameters, our approach presented reliable performance in all the scenarios. Medians of the 30 estimations were in the ranges of 0.287 to 0.302 and 0.685 to 0.698 with respect to the pre-given genetic contribution of 0.3 and 0.7 in the process of data simulation (table S2.1). Further analysis showed that 95% confidential interval of the medians fully coved the pre-given genetic contribution ( Figure S2 .1). It indicates there is no obvious bias in our estimations and the method is reliable for further genetic study involving lost parental population. We suggest that median of estimations on multiple independent data sets are a robust and accurate estimation for the genetic contribution λ. x-axis (see table 1 for details). The extremes of notches showed 95% confidential interval of the medians. Points are drawn as outliers if they are larger than q3 + 1.5(q3 -q1) or smaller than q1 -1.5(q3 -q1), where q1 and q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Based on studies about human pre-history migration, we gave two different time for divergence of American Indian and European, ~20k and~40k years ago (t DIV =1000 or t DIV =2000 generations BP). Effective population size of Native American was given as 1000 and the effect size of European was 4000 or 6000. We also assume that admixture happened about 200~250 years ago (t AMD =10 generations).
S3. Robustness to truncation of allele frequency
We used 30 sets of genotypes for estimation of ancestral genetic contribution in each scenario. Each date set included genotypes of individuals from 500 binary genetic variants. The variants in the same data set were selected randomly from all available variants of current population P h and P 2 (Hispanic and European descendants, respectively).
Our investigation showed the ML method generated estimations in highly similarity using the variants with either truncated frequencies or not (table S2. 2). In other words, the ML method is not sensitive to ascertain bias. It can work well in genotyping data as well as sequencing data. 
